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We present a detailed theoretical study of the magnetic ordering in heavy rare-earth compounds with
a face-centered-cubic structure. In addition to the exchange interactions which are counted up to the
third nearest neighbors, the effect of the dipolar interactions and magnetic anisotropic effect are also
included in our model Hamiltonian. The interactions parameters are obtained from first-principles
band-structure calculations by fitting the total energies of different magnetic configurations to the
Heisenberg Model. Thus from utilizing the Monte Carlo simulations, we explained the formation of
different magnetic structures in the rare-earth compounds. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1851692g
I. INTRODUCTION
The rare earths have long been an interesting and chal-
lenging subject to physicists due to their unique magnetic,
electric, and optical properties. For example, they show vari-
ous fascinating physical phenomena, such as magnetic-
optical effect, heavy-fermion state, dense Kondo effect, mag-
netic polaron effect, etc. In addition, they are also of great
importance to the industries due to their numerous techno-
logical applications.1
The magnetic properties of the rare earths, as well as
those interesting many-body phenomena, are intimately re-
lated to the highly localized 4f electrons of the open shell. As
early as seventy years ago, Van Vleck et al. had studied the
magnetic properties of rare-earth ions with the help of the
newly developed quantum mechanics.2 Their work suggested
that the 4f electrons responsible for the magnetism of the
rare earth are sequestered in the interior of the atom, and so
experience only a small crystalline field.3 Thus, they ex-
plained why Hund’s rule with L-S coupling could give values
of the magnetic moments of rare-earth ions very close to
experimental observations, at least in the high-temperature
region.
However, understanding the magnetic ordering of the
rare earths is still a challenging problem to the magnetists.
Even for the rare-earth pnictides RX sX=N, P, As, Sb, Bid,
which have simple NaCl-type structures, various kinds of
magnetic ordering are observed.4–6 The neutron-diffraction
study on powered specimens by Child et al.4 and the theo-
retical discussion based on empirical parameter calculation
by Trammell7 enriched our knowledge of the magnetic prop-
erties of these rare-earth compounds. But only until the re-
cent ten years, with the advance of high-quality single-
crystal growing technique and the rapid increase of
computational ability, have we been able to study the mag-
netic ordering from a microscopic view.
Unlike those 3d ferromagnets, the rare earths generally
have large magnetic moments, yet the exchange interactions
between local spins are relatively weak. Thus other factors,
such as magnetic dipole interactions, may also have signifi-
cant influence on their magnetic orderings. In addition, the
coupling between neighboring lattice sites is believed to be
through an indirect magnetic exchange: Ruderman–Kittel–
Kasuya–Yosida sRKKYd type, which is essentially a long-
range interaction and requires considerations of the exchange
interactions between a large number of neighboring atoms.
Furthermore, the magnetic orderings of face-centered-cubic
sfccd structure are much more complicated than that of a
simple cubic or body-centered-cubic structure, because in the
fcc structure two nearest neighboring sNNd atoms of a given
atom can themselves be NN atoms. All these factors make
the problem very complex.
In this paper, we summarize our study on the magnetic
ordering of RX with fcc structure. We proposed a spin
Hamiltonian which contains not only the exchange interac-
tion, but also the dipolar interaction and anisotropic term.
First-principles calculations are applied to two typical RX
compounds, i.e., ErN and ErAs, with four different magnetic
orderings to deduce those interaction parameters, which were
then used in our Monte Carlo sMCd simulations. In this way,
we elucidated the mechanism that controls the magnetic or-
dering in rare-earth compounds. Finally, transition tempera-
tures obtained from MC simulations were used to compare
with the experimental values, thus gives a direct verification
of our theory.
II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN
The magnetic transition temperatures of these rare-earth
salts are generally very low. Most of them are below 20 K,
only some nitrides have relatively higher values. Hence this
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implies that the exchange interactions in these compounds
are weak. Therefore, those interactions ignored in the study
of transition magnetic systems should be reconsidered in
cases studied in the current work. For example, the crystal
structure of ErAs is fcc with a lattice constant of 5.73 Å,
when the dipole moment is about 9.5mB svalue for a free
Er3+d; the energy difference per formula between the ferro-
magnetic and antiferromagnetic configurations could be
around 0.2 meV, which corresponds to a thermal energy of
2 K, being comparable with the Néel temperature of 4.5 K of
ErAs.6
Due to the same reason, the exchange interactions are
counted up to the third NN atoms. In a fcc structure, the ratio
of the third and second nearest distances is 1.225, which is
smaller than that of the second and first nearest distances
s1.414d. Furthermore, considering that the number of the
third NN atoms is 24 while that of the second NN atoms is
only 6, if the exchange parameter follows the RKKY type;
J,coss2kFrd /r3, we found that there is no convincing reason
to exclude the contributions from the third NN atoms. It is
reasonable to ignore the interactions with the fourth NN at-
oms since their number s12d is relatively small.
The anisotropic effect is also apparent in RX compounds.
According to Child et al.,4 the easy axis of these compounds
could have at least three directions, i.e., f001g, f111g, and
perpendicular to f111g. This kind of anisotropy could not be
easily explained in terms of dipolar interactions.
Therefore, in order to incorporate all the above-
mentioned effects when studying the magnetic properties of
the RX compounds, we introduce the following spin Hamil-
tonian:
H = o
n=1,2,3
Jn o
i.j
nth NN
sSi · S jd + o
i.j
Dij
+ K1o
i
sai
2bi
2 + bi
2gi
2 + gi
2ai
2d + K2o
i
ai
2bi
2gi
2
, s1d
where Si indicates the spin vector at the ith lattice site, Jn is
the exchange parameter between the nth neighboring atoms,
the dipole-dipole interaction energy Dij between two mag-
netic dipoles ui and u j is given by,
Dij =
sui · u jd − f3sn · uidsn · u jdg
uriju3
, s2d
with n as a unit vector in the direction rij. a, b, and g are the
direction cosines and K1 and K2 are the first- and second-
order anisotropic constants. For cubic systems, there is no
K0a2 term.
III. TOTAL-ENERGY CALCULATION
The exchange parameters in the model Hamiltonian can
be obtained from the first-principles band-structure calcula-
tions. To do this, we carried out total-energy calculations on
four different magnetic orderings of the fcc structure. One of
them is ferromagnetic sFMd ordering as ErN has, the other
three are antiferromagnetic sAFMd orderings, as shown in
Ref. 8. In the first AFM ordering sAFM Id, which is called
face-centered first kind, the ferromagnetic sheet is in the x
-y sor x-z, y-zd plane. CeBi was found to have this kind of
AFM ordering.5 In the second AFM ordering sAFM IId, face-
centered second kind stype Id, the ferromagnetic sheet is
along the f111g plane. Most of the RX compounds, including
ErAs, were found to have this Mn–O-type AFM structure.
The third AFM structure sAFM IIId is a modification of the
first one. In fact, more AFM orderings can be found in Ref.
9, but the four structures we chose are enough for us to get
the exchange parameters.
Our electronic structure calculations are based on the
density-functional theory in the local spin-density approxi-
mation sLSDAd with additional Hubbard correlation terms
describing on-site electron–electron repulsion associated
with the 4f narrow bands sLSDA+U approachd.10,11 The
first-principles band-structure approach applied in this work
is the full-potential linear-augmented-plane-wave sFLAPWd
method.12 The calculated results agree well with photoemis-
sion experiments.13,14
We chose ErN and ErAs as the candidate materials to
study the magnetic properties of RX compounds. Muffin-tin
radii of Er, N, and As atoms are set to be 2.6, 1.8, 2.2 a.u.,
respectively. In the total-energy calculation, the factor
RMTKmax is chosen to be 8. We found that using as large as
4000 k points in the Brillouin zone is necessary to obtain the
energy convergence up to 0.1 meV. Following previous
works,13,14 we used values for U=8.6 eV and J=0.75 eV in
the LSDA+U scheme.
The total exchange energies per lattice site of the four
magnetic orderings can be explicitly expressed from the
Heisenberg Hamiltonian fEq. s1dg as,
EFM = E0 + 6J1 + 3J2 + 12J3, s3d
EAFMI = E0 − 2J1 + 3J2 − 4J3, s4d
EAFMII = E0 − 3J2, s5d
EAFMIII = E0 − 2J1 + J2 + 4J3, s6d
where E0 is the reference energy.
Due to the fact that the energy differences between these
orderings are generally very small, extreme care is needed in
the calculations. Hence, we only compare the energies be-
tween FM and AFM configurations of each different struc-
ture to avoid any error caused by the different symmetry or
shape. These energy differences are then used to solve Eqs.
s3d–s6d. Considerable efforts are also needed to prevent the
calculation traps into a metastable state. The final results are
listed in Table I. As we can see, our LSDA+U calculation
gives correct ground-state AFM II for ErAs. For ErN, we
TABLE I. Calculated total-energy differences smeVd per formula between
FM and AFM configurations for each AFM structures of ErN and ErAs.
DEn=EFM−EAFMn. The exchange parameters J1, J2, and J3 are then calcu-
lated from these energy differences.
DE1 DE2 DE3 J1 J2 J3
ErN 0.0 −3.8 −0.5 0.192 −0.633 −0.096
ErAs 0.54 3.23 0.53 −0.170 0.471 0.119
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found that the FM and the first AFM ordering can be re-
garded as degenerate states within the accuracy of our calcu-
lation. All the Jn values are very small, which is expected
because of the low transition temperatures.
IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
MC simulations, based on the model Hamiltonian Eqs.
s1d and s2d, are used to find the ground states of a fcc struc-
ture with different values of Jn, ui, K1, and K2. The same
method has been applied successfully in the study of com-
plex permanent magnetic materials.15
The lattice studied in our MC simulation is a 10310
310 fcc cell s4000 spinsd with lattice constants equal to
4.83 Å sErNd and 5.73 Å sErAsd, respectively. Periodic
boundary conditions are applied. The systems are heated up
to 100 K, then are slowly quenched to 0 K by 30–50 steps.
In each temperature step, 3000 MC updates per spin are car-
ried out. The anisotropic coefficients K1 and K2 are set to be
0.1 and 0.05 meV per formula for ErN, and −0.1 and
0.5 meV per formula for ErAs. The dipole moments in both
cases are set to be 9.5mB.
Generally, the direct sum of the dipole-dipole interaction
term in an infinite lattice, here a fcc structure with lattice
constant a, will most likely encounter the problem of slow
numerical convergence. Usually it can be solved by a special
technique such as the Ewald summation method. However,
our calculation shows that the difference between the results
obtained by the direct sum under a cutoff distance of 8 a and
100 a is no more than 0.5%, and the latter agrees almost
exactly with the value obtained from analytical method.16
Thus in our simulations, the dipolar interaction is included
up to a range of 8 a.
Contrary to the general belief that the dipolar interaction
can solely account for stabilizing the magnetic ordering in a
fcc structure,6 we found that in our simulation, though the
fcc spin lattice with a pure dipole-dipole interaction has a
ground state of AFM II type with all the dipole moments
perpendicular to the f111g axis, there also exist several meta-
stable states with complex magnetic orderings which have
energies only about 10−4 meV higher. Such small energy dif-
ference can easily be reached by even a tiny thermal fluctua-
tion saround 1 mKd, which renders the system unstable. Nev-
ertheless, the existence of dipole interaction really
contributes significant anisotropy to the AFM system like
ErAs.
When all factors are taken into account, we found that,
for ErAs, the ground-state magnetic configuration obtained
from MC calculations agrees with experimental observa-
tions. The obtained transition temperature sfrom paramag-
netic to AFMd is around 6 K, which agrees well with the
experimental value of 4.5 K.6 For ErN, we found the ground
state to be AFM. This is because of the incorrect prediction
of the ground state of ErN by total-energy calculations. The
cause of this is still under investigation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we applied the first-principles calculations
to the study of the magnetic properties of rare-earth com-
pounds. The exchange parameters of these systems have
been obtained directly from theoretical calculation, instead
of from fitting with experimental observations. The magnetic
ordering of rare-earth compounds with a face-centered-cubic
structure is determined from the intriguing competition be-
tween the first, second, and third NN exchange interactions.
In addition, we found that the dipole-dipole interactions
could play an important role in the magnetic behaviors of the
rare-earth compounds, and are especially instrumental to the
magnetic anisotropy.
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